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getting_started New to Twitter? Learn to create an account, set a 
password, complete a profi le, begin tweeting, manage updates, and 
follow others. 

cool_new_stuff  Discover all the new tools, services, and sites 
that more than 100 million Twitterers are using.

tweet_n_retweet Reply to updates, download a friend’s tweets, 
view your own and your friends’ retweets, and keep someone’s 
retweets out of your timeline.

tweets_to_go Set up Twitter’s mobile phone feature and manage 
Twitter with tools like TweetDeck, TwitterBerry, Twitterific, and 
Twittelator Pro.

search_it_out Perform basic and advanced searches, add Twitter 
Search to your browser, and use Bing Twitter, Twitterfall, TweetBeep, 
and other tools.

where_R_U Geotag your tweets, connect to third-party Twitter apps, 
manage access, track tweets by location, or tweet events to your 
Google calendars.

twitter_bling Add Twitter widgets to your Web site, gadgets to 
your desktop, an app to your Facebook profi le, and your tweets 
to your LinkedIn page.

paul_mcfedries (@paulmcf) is a technical writer and programmer. 
He has written more than 70 books that have sold more than 3 million 
copies worldwide.
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About the AuthorAbout the Author
Paul McFedries is a technical writer who has been authoring computer books since 1991. He has 

more than 70 books to his credit, which together have sold more than three million copies 

worldwide. His current titles include the Wiley books Internet Simplified, iPhone 3G S Portable 

Genius, Teach Yourself VISUALLY Macs, and Teach Yourself VISUALLY Windows 7. Paul is also the 

proprietor of Word Spy, a Web site devoted to new words and phrases (see www.wordspy.com). 

Paul lives in Toronto with his wonderful wife, Karen, and their silly dog, Gypsy. Please visit Paul’s 

personal website at www.mcfedries.com, or follow him on Twitter using his Twitter accounts 

@paulmcf and @wordspy.
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To Karen, who follows my offline tweets.
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ForewordForeword
Social media is a phenomenon that’s turning everyone into a publisher and distributor of media: 

from YouTube videos to blog posts to Twitter messages and even comments on the articles we 

read around the web, we’re all becoming content creators. As the CEO and founder of Mashable.

com, an online guide to social media, I’ve seen this trend evolve from the clunky old blogging 

software of years ago — for which you needed to understand web hosting and basic programming 

to even get started — to the effortless simplicity of a 140-character Twitter message (or Tweet).  

Twitter is perhaps the simplest and most addictive social media tool of them all, and its 

unprecedented success has been both unexpected and inspirational. I’ve been fortunate to be 

part of that journey, tracking Twitter’s growth on behalf of Mashable and posting updates about 

Twitter and social media to the @mashable Twitter account.

As you’ll learn in this book, once the basic principles of Twitter are understood, the possibilities are 

almost limitless. In fact, much of the service’s appeal comes from its simplicity: write anything you 

wish in 140-characters or less, and then share it with the world. Is it a chat room? Is it a way to send 

text messages to a group of friends? Is it a new technology for reading news headlines?  Is it the 

world’s simplest social network, a barebones version of MySpace and Facebook?  It’s all of those 

things and more: Twitter is whatever you make it.

Twitter is only four years old, but the service has been put to some inspirational, innovative and 

quirky uses already. Surgeons have Tweeted live from the operating room. A worldwide fundraising 

event was organized, garnering more than $250,000 for charity. More than one marriage proposal 

has been made (and accepted!). A British man traveled around the world to New Zealand, getting 

by thanks to the kindness of Twitter users. And in thousands of cities, Twitter fans have come 

together in real life Tweetups, making their virtual connections real.

Twitter’s users are exceptionally inventive and resourceful, too. An expectant father created a 

device for his pregnant wife to wear: it sends a Twitter message every time their baby kicks. A 

software developer created a system that turns the lights on or off in his home by sending out a 

Tweet. You can even buy a kit for your plants that posts a Tweet when they need watering; a 

similar kit allows you to track your power consumption via Twitter.

Tweeting plants aren’t the only non-human Twitter members. Both the Space Shuttle Endeavour 

and Mars Phoenix Lander posted Tweets during their missions for NASA, while London’s Tower 

Bridge posts a Tweet when it opens or closes.  There are Tweets from a whale on the ceiling of the 

Natural History Museum in New York City. And one of Twitter’s most popular users is a cat in 

Waltham, Massachusetts. 
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All this innovation and creativity is part of Twitter’s culture, it seems: a wealth of Tweet-powered 

services have sprung up, creating a flourishing ecosystem of so-called Twitter applications. There 

are tools to find Twitter users near you; Web sites that list the funniest Tweets (or the most 

insightful); services that rank Twitter users by their influence; and three-dimensional maps that 

show Tweets being posted around the world, every minute of the day.

More remarkable than all of these developments, however, is Twitter’s profound effect on society: 

from news coverage to politics to customer relations and the nature of celebrity, this seemingly 

simple service is transforming entire industries.  

Newspapers use Twitter as both a source of stories and a way to distribute their own 

headlines. Many of the top Twitter users are news agencies, and Twitter members have been 

known to Tweet about breaking news hours before its coverage on television. The effect on the 

media has been so dramatic; in fact, that one UK newspaper posted an April’s Fool’s joke claiming 

that it would cease publication of the paper and publish stories solely in Tweeted form.  

News and politics go hand in hand, and politicians are equally cognizant of Twitter’s power: US 

President Barack Obama has an enormous Twitter following, and his team posts occasional 

updates that request feedback from the American public. Obama is the most prominent among 

hundreds of Twittering politicians from numerous countries and political persuasions; of course, 

Twitter is non-partisan and international in its scope.

If Twitter can influence our political opinions, could it also determine what we buy? Some of the 

world’s biggest brands hope so, and many have jumped into Twitterland with both feet. Some use 

the service for product announcements, while others post responses to questions and complaints 

from customers; some even host contests to win free products and services.  

What about personal branding and celebrity? From Hollywood stars to sporting heroes to the 

world’s most famous musicians, Twitter provides a connection between celebrities and their fans 

that is more direct than ever before. Some of the world’s most recognizable names are using 

Twitter, giving us unprecedented insights into their everyday lives.  

That’s just a sampling of what you’ll find on Twitter; it’s inspiration, information, news, gossip, 

humor and remarkable personal stories. Twitter is all that we are, from our most exalted moments 

to our most mundane — and everything in between.

~ Pete Cashmore, CEO and founder of Mashable.com
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